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Germany - Commission opens in-depth investigation (State aid) on loss
carry forward for ailing companies

According to the German change of control rule (Sec. 8c CITA) a loss carry
forward of a German corporation will be forfeited partially/wholly when the
ownership of the share capital changes for more than 25%/50% within a
period of five years. As an exception to this rule, the loss can be carried
forward in cases where the change of ownership pursues a financial
restructuring (Sanierungsklausel). Such a financial restructuring has to fulfil
several requirements like clearing or avoiding insolvency while maintaining the
substantial business organisation which in turn underlies a specific definition.
The Sanierungsklausel has been adopted by the German legislator in 2009
with retroactive effect for restructurings (transfer of shares) conducted after 31
December 2007.

On 24th February 2010, the Commission published a press release (IP/10/180)
according to which it doubts whether this exception is in line with the
European principles of State aid and therefore announces to open an in-depth
investigation. In the Commission´s view, the measure seems to be selective,
as it differentiates between ailing companies and healthy companies. Indeed,
both companies could be loss making, but only the former are eligible for the
carry forward of such losses under the Sanierungsklausel. The Commission is
of the opinion that the German authorities have not provided sufficient
arguments that would lead to the conclusion that the Sanierungklausel is
justified by the nature and general scheme of the German tax system. The
German authorities, however, consider that this measure does not fall under
the State aid rules and have not notified the Sanierungsklausel with the
Commission before it came into effect.

If the Commission considered the Sanierungsklausel to be unlawful State aid,
an already provided tax relief by granting a loss carry forward would have to
be refunded. However, such a decision of the Commission could be
challenged within two month with an action for annulment with the Court of
First Instance. The decision could be challenged by the German government
and possibly also by an aid recipient if he fulfils the requirement to be directly
and individually concerned and has a sufficient legal interest.
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